We Travel to You

With the Mid-Atlantic being our home base, we are easily accessible to several major cities within a few hours or a day’s drive.

Use your own staff or we can crew up with our team for your project. Either way, the mobile production unit will always include our engineer in charge and a production assistant.

Your Business Matters

Our production service is a part of VPM, Virginia’s home for public media, which means industry knowledge and expertise you can trust.

When you choose us, you help us deliver the best in PBS, NPR and locally produced programs to more than 2 million people across Central Virginia and the Shenandoah Valley.

About Us

The VPM Productions Mobile Production Unit is the ultimate solution for all your field production needs.

Whether you’re an athletic director with a game-day broadcast or a producer live streaming a worldwide event, our Mobile Production Unit comes equipped with everything you need to deliver a high-quality broadcast.

With technology from trusted brands such as Ross, Grass Valley, Newtek, AJA and Yamaha, our versatile production powerhouse features:

6 Cameras
2 Channels of Graphics
2 Channels of Replay
32 Channels of Audio

...all packed into a 24-foot Mercedes-Benz Sprinter

What Our Clients Say

“VPM Productions’ professionals are both very knowledgeable and easy to work on any video production large or small. They are awesome.”

– John Salem, Owner & President
  Telemedia Productions, Inc.

“VPM’s MPU has the production power you find in the larger mobile production trucks – Our clients are very impressed with the final creative product!”

– Glenn Holterhaus, Owner & President
  DanBeth Communications
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